Essential Dermatology resources to support healthcare professionals

Clinical guidance, online modules, BMJ articles and podcasts

**BMJ Best Practice**
Fast access to the latest evidence-based diagnosis and treatment guidance to support your clinical decisions.

- Psoriasis
- Eczema
- Basal cell carcinoma
- Squamous cell carcinoma of the skin

**Patient information leaflets now available on the BMJ Best Practice app**

**BMJ Learning**
High-quality continuing medical education for healthcare professionals, with learning modules covering everyday issues in primary care and hospital medicine.

- Rosacea: a guide to diagnosis and treatment
- Quick quiz: Acute itchy rash
- Acne: managing patients in primary care

**The BMJ**
The latest news and views, research papers and clinical reviews from The BMJ.

- Research | Algorithm based smartphone apps to assess risk of skin cancer in adults: systematic review of diagnostic accuracy studies
- Practice | Just another eczema case for you, but to me it’s the world
- Careers | A career in dermatology

**BMJ Talk Medicine Podcasts**
The latest podcasts from The BMJ and specialist journals.

- BMJ Talk Medicine | Making the most of tele-dermatology with Lucy Thomas and Afzal Ansary

Please get in touch if you need support
support@bmj.com | +44 (0) 20 7111 1105
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